THE NEW BMW X3 AND THE NEW BMW X4.
ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
ENTER A WORLD OF ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.
KEEPING YOU IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT.

Welcome to a new world of possibilities. Whether it's the BMW X3 with its remarkably effective mix of efficiency and intelligent functionality, or it's the BMW X4 which combines typical X power with the aesthetics and design of a classic coupé – you choose where the road takes you.

This is also very much the case with Original BMW Accessories and the seemingly limitless ways in which they meet your needs and allow the expression of your ideas. Experience the most contemporary lifestyle and exceptional performance – by way of exciting design and impressive versatility. It starts with the exterior and the interior, moves on to communication and information and keeps going right through to transport and luggage compartment solutions. It's all ready and waiting.
STYLE THAT SUITS A CLASS-LEADER.

ORIGINAL BMW EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES.

1. 20" light alloy wheels Y-Spoke 542
High quality 20" light alloy wheels in Bicolour matt black, burnished on visible sides.

2. Roof rails in satin-finish aluminium
A perfect combination of form and function.

3. 20" light alloy wheels Star-spoke 311
The high quality 20" light alloy wheels, with their visible bolts, accentuate the sporty looks of the vehicle.

4. 21" BMW M Performance light alloy wheels Double-spoke 509 M
These high quality 21" light alloy wheels are forged, finished in Bicolour matt black, burnished on the visible sides and feature the M logo.

5. 20" light alloy wheels Star-spoke 311 in chrome
These high quality 20" light alloy wheels are fully chromed and, with their visible bolts, create an even more sporty appearance.

6. 18" light alloy wheels M Star-spoke 361 M
These high quality 18" light alloy wheels give the vehicle a note of particularly sporty elegance.

7. All wheels with runflat tyres.
A perfect combination of form and function.

Further information on all wheel and tyre combinations can be found in the Accessories section of the BMW website.
BMW M Performance Parts, developed in collaboration with BMW M GmbH, are the result of many years of BMW racing know-how. Each component goes through an intense development and manufacturing process, thus ensuring uncompromising, consistent sportiness.

And you can experience it all first-hand in your own BMW X3 or BMW X4. The BMW M Performance carbon wing mirror caps, for example, even further emphasise the individuality and exclusivity of your vehicle. You can also accentuate your vehicle’s dynamically sporty look with the BMW M Performance front grille in black. Whether it’s for aerodynamics, the chassis, the drivetrain or the cockpit, you can look forward to a feeling that is beyond compare – when you make the sporty profile of your BMW X3 or BMW X4 even more compelling.

THE ONLY CHOICE FOR BREATHTAKING DYNAMICS.

INTERIOR ORIGITAL BMW INTERIOR ACCESSORIES.

AT HOME ON THE ROAD.
1. Sunblind
   The practical sunblind attaches quickly and easily to the side window in the luggage compartment. Thanks to its perfectly sized, symmetrical, particularly child-friendly design and sunlight and also helps to reduce the temperature inside the vehicle.

2. Group 0+ BMW Baby Seat with ISOFIX
   Available in black/anthracite (pic 2) or black/blue (pic 3), in conjunction with the ISOFIX base, this safe choice for children from around 15 months (approx. 9–13 kg). It can be used either in the forward- or rearward-facing position and, with its patented safety head protector, its one-piece side impact protection for the head area and a removable sunshade ensures even more travel comfort.

3. Group 03 BMW Junior Seat
   This seat, in black/anthracite (pic 4), is designed so as to allow long-term use for an age group ranging from three to 12 years (approx. 15–36 kg). It is attached via the three-point safety belt and, additionally, can be secured to the vehicle’s ISOFIX anchor points for increased stability. At the same time, patented side pads and high side bolstering provide optimum side impact protection for the head area. The seat also adapts to the angle of the respective car seat. Additionally, the backrest of this Junior Seat has folding armrests, so it is easy to carry outside of the car.

4. Rear storage bag, Luxury
   This rechargeable LED torch offers plenty of storage space for various items, folds up as required and is easy to carry. As a rear armrest, it offers a great deal of storage room and can be carried in comfort thanks to its integrated shoulder strap.

5. Sunshade

6. LED torch, rechargeable
   This rechargeable LED torch features an elegant stainless steel design, low power consumption, long life and excellent brightness of 500 lux. The powerful battery is charged by simply playing the torch into the on-board 12 volt outlet.

7. Backrest bag, Luxury

8. Key case, xLine
   In a combination of smooth leather and suede leather, the key case not only protects from scratches, dirt and water, it also prevents unintentional activation of the buttons. And, with its stylish metal detailing plus an integrated “X”, it combines functionality with elegance.
1 Travel & Comfort system – Apple iPad™ holder
The Apple iPad™ holder part of the Travel & Comfort system, slots easily and securely into the separately available base support via plug-in connectors. It can also be adjusted to perfectly suit any rear passenger thanks to its freely rotating frame. The holder additionally features an integrated support for free-standing use outside of the vehicle with full operating convenience.

2 BMW Car Hotspot LTE
The BMW Car Hotspot LTE provides an unparalleled high-speed internet experience for up to eight users. All that’s required is an LTE-enabled SIM card in each device. The mobile hotspot is easy to install and thanks to an integrated battery, can also be used outside of the vehicle.

3 4 Snap-in adapter
A secure docking and charging system for mobiles from Apple, Samsung, Nokia, Motorola and other manufacturers. To ensure optimal network connection, the adapter uses the vehicle’s exterior aerial. The Snap-in adapter is available in Basic, Music, Media, Connect (pic 3) and Connect Universal (pic 4) versions to suit the vehicle and its equipment. These allow audio stored on a mobile to be played through the vehicle’s speakers. The adapter also enables convenient operation via the iDrive Controller, multifunction steering wheel or radio.

ALWAYS IN THE KNOW.
ORIGINAL BMW COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION ACCESSORIES.
1. BMW Click & Drive system

The BMW Click & Drive system is a holder for Apple and Samsung smartphones, as well as for the BMW Navigation Portable. The system is attached to the windscreen with a removable adhesive pad. Special clasps (also available separately) allow the BMW Click & Drive system to be perfectly fitted for different devices. The integrated USB port means the device can be charged in the car. The Samsung holder reacts to the NFC (Near Field Communication) chip in the smartphone and automatically activates the BMW Wireless app when the phone is placed in the holder.

2. Rear View camera

The Rear View camera makes it easier to park and manoeuvre in tight spaces.

3. Media adapter

The Media adapter allows for the integration and charging of compatible external Apple™ devices such as the iPod™ and iPhone™. This means that individual entertainment, from music through to videos and Cover Art, can be played. Use is simple and convenient thanks to the on-board operating system and either the iDrive Control or a multifunction steering wheel or radio. Electrical compatibility is ensured and cable lengths are perfectly matched to the BMW.

4. BMW dual USB charger

The BMW dual USB charger simply slots into the cigarette lighter and allows two external devices to be charged at the same time. A high charge current offers the additional convenience of fast charging for devices such as smartphones and MP3 players.

5. BMW rear DVD system

The rear DVD system is integrated in the centre armrest and finished entirely in black. Video, music, images and other media are played back through a folding 7-inch display and integrated DVD player.

6. Tablet DVD system

This high quality openDVD system, with either one or two portable monitors, delivers unparalleled entertainment in the rear. The DVD player and infra-red headphones are integrated and the system can play video, music and images from various storage media.
1 Club-on-rear carrier system for lightweight bikes
This system is easy to fit and, in conjunction with the extension kit, allows up to three bicycles to be transported safely. Its high-strength construction permits high loads, including electric bicycles. An integrated folding function also ensures convenient access to the luggage compartment whenever required. For vehicles with a trailer tow hitch, there is the special bicycle/bike holder for the trailer tow hitch, which can be smoothly lowered to allow the rear gate to be opened.

2 Racing cycle holder, lockable
Suitable for all BMW roof carrier systems, this allows for the safe transport of up to four racing bikes. A separately available front wheel bracket also enables the attachment of quick-release wheels that have been removed.

3 Touring cycle holder, lockable
This lockable holder in high-strength aluminium allows the safe transport of a racing, touring, child’s or mountain bike. Bicycles weighing up to a maximum of 22kg can be attached using an easy-to-use clamp system.

4 BMW roof bars, lockable
The roof bars are compatible with all BMW roof racks and roof boxes and can be mounted without tools. They are particularly easy to fit and, with their robust construction and anti-theft locking system, meet the highest quality and safety requirements.

5 Trailer-tow hitch with fully electric swivelling tow bar
Conveniently extends and retracts at the touch of a button. When retracted, the tow ball is not visible. Designed for loads between 3,000 and 4,000 kg and a maximum nose weight of 600 kg.
The lockable luggage rack in high-strength anodised aluminium, in conjunction with tensioning straps, provides a flexible platform for all BMW roof carriers and the additional storage they offer. The highly tear-resistant straps are provided with stable turnbuckles and prevent even bulky items from slipping. For the secure transport of skis. Skis even stay in place during abrupt movement of the vehicle. The highly adaptable lockable ski and snowboard holder is suitable for all BMW roof rack systems. For the secure transport of up to six pairs of skis, four pairs of skis with ski poles or two snowboards and two pairs of skis with ski poles. For securing a surfboard and mast to the BMW roof rack. Impressively easy to use thanks to its innovative mounting system. These contemporary boxes fit all BMW roof carriers and feature a two-side opening system with triple central locking on each side. Available in three sizes – 325, 350 and 680 litres (l) – and four elegant colour combinations.

Universal lift and roof box adapter (not pictured) For the secure transport of skis. Ski even stay in place during abrupt movements of the vehicle. Damaged roof boxes can be closed in a garage roof, for instance, to save space.

Luggage compartment straps The highly adaptable secure system is easily attached to the existing lashing eyes and can be adjusted forward and backward. This allows the storage space to be quickly and individually partitioned, thus preventing light loads from slipping. A non-slip, water-resistant and durable mat with raised edging protects the luggage compartment from dirt and moisture. In black with a stainless steel inlay featuring BMW lettering. Also features textile pockets, left and right.

Loading sill protective mat (not pictured) Attaches to the rear lashing eyes of the luggage compartment via adhesive velcro strips and protects the sill when loading and unloading. The elegant ski and snowboard bag provides safe transport for up to four pairs of skis or three snowboards in the extended kit. It is secured by using deep straps with container clips that hook into the existing lashing eyes. The bag also has integrated rollers so it can be pulled with ease outside the vehicle.

Ski boot bag The black ski boot bag is not only particularly comfortable to carry, it also impresses with its high-quality material and excellent storage space. Along with ski boots, items such as ski gloves, ski hats and gloves can also be safely packed.

The elegant ski and snowboard bag provides safe transport for up to four pairs of skis or three snowboards in the extended kit. It is secured by using deep straps with container clips that hook into the existing lashing eyes. The bag also has integrated rollers so it can be pulled with ease outside the vehicle.

The combination of the roof box adapter and the universal lift allows just one person to mount and dismantle roof boxes of all sizes. Damaged roof boxes can be closed in a garage roof, for instance, to save space.

The highly tear-resistant straps are provided with stable turnbuckles and prevent even bulky items from slipping.
FOR YOUR BMW.

SPA TREATMENT ORGINAL BMW CARE PRODUCTS.

PREMIUM CARE WITH ORIGINAL BMW CARE PRODUCTS.

AN ATMOSPHERE OF PURE WELL-BEING.

BMW Natural Air products are the most convenient way to create a refreshing interior atmosphere. Fragrance sticks can be placed in a special holder that attaches via magnet to any BMW ventilation grille. The sticks are interchangepable and the intensity of their scent can be adjusted by hand. The BMW Natural Air aroma for the car is a combination of selected plant oils. The fragrance stick is either Purifying Green Tea, Energizing Apple or Balancing Amber. And there’s no chance of any leakage because the sticks contain no fluid.

Create an atmosphere of well-being and an even more enjoyable ambience – with scents extracted from essential natural oils and made exclusively for BMW.

EQUIPPED WITH THE BEST IDEAS.
THE ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES RANGE AT A GLANCE.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL ADVICE FROM HIGHLY TRAINED STAFF USING THE VERY LATEST IN DIAGNOSTIC TECHNOLOGY. AND THE GLOBAL BMW SERVICE NETWORK MEANS HELP IS ALWAYS AT HAND, WHEREVER YOU ARE IN THE WORLD – FOR THE UNLIMITED JOY OF DRIVING.

For more information on what is available from BMW Service, please contact your BMW Service Centre, or visit www.bmw.com/service.

Find inspiration at www.bmw.com where you can check out more pictures and detailed information about the full range of Original BMW Accessories.
Your BMW Service Centre will be happy to advise.